5.2.	NOTES
heart on Ms sleeve ever since he entered the forest^ and
now his arm is wounded Rosalind calls it his heart.
 30.	C&sar's   thrasonical   brag   The   thrasonical
Armado quotes the brag in L.L.L. 4. I. 67. The word
'thrasonical/ a favourite expression with Nashe, only
occurs in these two plays of'Shakespeare.
 31.	overcame (Fz)  F. 'ouercome'
35-6. in these degrees ...a pair of stain a quibble,
* degree* still retaining something of its original meaning
6f 'step.' Cf. JuL C&s. 2. i. 25-7 'He then unto
the ladder turns his back..scorning the base degrees by
which he did ascend/ v. G. 'pair of stairs/
39. clubs cannot part them The allusion is to the cry
of * Clubs!' raised in the London streets when any
brawl was toward, ostensibly to summon the citizens
to part the combatants. Rosalind is carrying on the idea
of 'the wrath of love/
50-71. Know of me etc. It is noteworthy that the
whole style of the prose changes at this point, and gives
us a stilted dialogue strongly reminiscent of the stilted
prose in Measure (v. pp. xxxvii-xxxix). How ludi**
crous, for instance, seems itthat Rosalind should suddenly
assure Orlando that he is ca gentleman of good conceit/
The purpose of the dialogue here is to prepare Orlando
and the audience for the Hymen masque in 5. 4. Now
if, as we suspect, this masque was a substitution by
another dramatist for a different solution provided by
Shakespeare, the re-writing of the dialogue here would
be explained.
53. insomuch =» inasmuch as. The F. punctuation
'knowledge: infomuch (I fay) I know' etc. shows the
compositor has misunderstood the sense.
 60.	out, F. 'out:'
 61.	her. So F.
64-5. human.^danger 'that is, not a phantom but
the real Rosalind, without any of the danger generally
conceived toattend the rites of incantation' (Dr Johnson).

